
 
 

Software Engineer - Backend 
Interested in applying for this New York City based position?  
Send an email to jobs@treno.io 
 
At Treno, we are building the operating system for software development. Building            
quality software is difficult, and most enterprises struggle with it. We are building a              
platform driven by machine learning that will optimize the way that development teams             
build and deliver software projects. Seriously, this is next level stuff! We are a              
passionate group that is backed by prominent VCs including Comcast Ventures and the             
team behind Flatiron Health. 
  
We're looking for a Software Engineer who wants to help us design and build the first                
iteration of our product. You will be responsible for architecting and maintaining our             
backend, helping define our product roadmap, and working with the front end team to              
find elegant solutions to many of the problems faced by software development teams. In              
this role, you will work directly with the internal development team and an experienced              
founder who has run engineering and product organizations at IBM, Dell, SuSE, Oracle,             
Wrike and others.  
 
What We Expect From You:  

● A self-starter who loves to solve problems and design & build well-architected,            
scalable systems 

● Experience working with relational databases, columnar data stores and complex          
data models 

● Practical experience working with and developing RESTful APIs 
● Experience with distributed systems and asynchronous processing 
● Fundamental familiarity of basic algorithms, data structures and data pipelines 
● Experience with monitoring, logging, and testing tools 
● Familiarity with Docker, Kubernetes, or related technologies 
● General familiarity with all of the stages of the software development lifecycle 
● Comfortable moving fast and working through ambiguity - we are a small startup             

and are working on balancing the demands of business growth and platform            
reliability 

● The ability to explore new technologies and lay the foundation for creating a             
robust and scalable code base 

● You're excited to contribute and take ownership at the very earliest stage of a 
company. 
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Our Ideal Candidate Has: 

● 5+ years of experience building backend web systems 
● Architected scalable and reliable enterprise-level SaaS software 
● Proficiency in common languages for building distributed systems (Go, Java,          

Python, etc.) 
● Demonstrable experience building and deploying software on AWS and/or GCP 
● Inspirational, engaging and clear communication style 
● The ability to learn quickly and execute 

 
If you’re looking for a ground floor opportunity with a venture backed SaaS startup, this               
opportunity maybe just for you. We just closed our seed round – financed by the               
industry’s best venture capitalists and now we are growing our team. Our offices are              
small, but brand new and located in West SoHo – about a three minute walk from the                 
1,2, A, C, and E trains, and just a ten minute walk from the B, D, F and M trains. 
 
Why You’ll Love Working at Treno 

● You will be joining a creative and fast-growing team, and have the opportunity to              
have a meaningful impact on technical decisions that will ultimately determine the            
architecture of our platform. 

● We have brought the best of Silicon Valley to New York City. 
● Competitive compensation plan including equity in the company: we want you to            

own a piece of what you’re building. 
● Comprehensive benefits: we offer 401K, health, dental and vision benefits. 
● Flexible vacation plan: our unlimited time off policy allows you to take the time off               

you need when you need it. 
● Great people: make an impact on something that truly helps people alongside an             

incredible team. 
● We care about diversity: diversity allows us to build an excellent patient            

experience. We are an equal opportunity employer and we do not discriminate on             
the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age,            
marital status, veteran status, or disability status. 

● Unlimited career growth opportunities. 
 
 


